No-shows/cancelling less than 24 hours: Please read the financial agreement fully.
Appointments that are missed or cancelled on late notice will be charged $40. The first late cancel fee
in a twelve month period is waived. Calling to cancel less than an hour before your appointment
counts as a missed appointment, not a late cancel.
Appointment reminders: The office uses a system called DrChrono for scheduling and appointment

reminders. On the intake form, please let us know your preference: two texts, two t:!mails, or one of
each. Reminder texts/emails are a courtesy, not a guarantee. It is still considered a missed
appointment even if you did not receive the reminder. When making an appointment, we are very
happy to provide a written appointment card. You can also log in to onpatient to see future
appointments.

Onpatient access: The office uses a patient portal for messaging. You can ask for refills, check
when your next appt is, obtain a list of your medications, upload your new insurance card, and contact
us with questions through this system. If you didn't receive an emailed invitation to sign up (or it
expired), please let us know.
Refills: I generally expect that refills in between appointments are not necessary; I _will prescribe
enough meds until the next time I'd like to see you. However, I understand that occasionally they are
needed. Please send a message over the onpatient portal. I do require that you have a future
appointment scheduled before a refill is given (so you don't run out c;1gain). Repeated refills outside of
appointments may be subject to a charge.
Urgent phone calls: I have a second cell phone dedicated to "after hours". I ·ask that everyone
respect my family time and not use the phone unless it is a truly urgent matter. Examples of non
urgent matters that will be charged $25: refills, appointments, minor �ide effects� Urgent matters will
not be charged, this is defined as "someone may be seriously harmed if it waits a day". Examples:
significant medication reactions, extreme symptoms that may require hospitalization.
Contact info: Office phone: 480-775-4240
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Fax: 480-775-8866

Urgent phone: 480-466-6231

